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Penguin        Readers

WHITE FANG 6

1  Rocky Mountains 2  Mackenzie River 3  Canada 
4  Arctic Circle 5  Alaska

1 North 2  Russia 3  Greenland 4  Sweden 5  long
6 cool 7  summer 8  winter 9  million

1  tail 2  teeth 3  killer 4  fur 
5  pack 6  hunt 7 cat 8  ears 
9   alone 10  large 11  fight 12  grass

1 c 2 d 3 a 4 b

Reader’s own answer.

Reader’s own answer.

Reader’s own answer.

Model answers:

1a

1b

2a

2b

2c

3

4a

4b

5

Humans Humans and wolves Wolves 

rule the wild
make fire

talk
make the laws
live in camps

eat meat
have teeth

work together 
hunt

have babies

have fangs
are afraid of  fire

howl
never attack a female

live in caves

Scene
Order 

in 
story 
(1–5)

Who is in the 
scene? What is happening? Why is the scene 

important?

5
Jim Hall,  

White fang and 
the Scott family

White Fang has killed 
the man trying to 
attack the judge  

but is very ill.

It is the first time  
White Fang is totally  
accepted by humans.

4
White Fang and 
Weedon Scott

They are arriving in 
San Francisco.

White Fang feels afraid  
in this new and big city.
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Penguin        Readers

WHITE FANG 6

Model answers:
A sled, harness, gun, bullets, whip, canoe, fur coat, blankets, snow shoes, a tent/tepee, warm clothes,  
a map, food and water, a coffee pot, a pan

Reader’s own answer.

6

7

Scene
Order 

in 
story 
(1–5)

Who is in the 
scene? What is happening? Why is the scene 

important?

2

Mit-sah,  
Lip-lip, White 

Fang and all the 
other dogs.

Lip-lip leading 
Mit-sah’s sled of  dogs.

Mit-sah lets Lip-lip feel like  
he has made White Fang feel 

 hated by the other dogs.

1

White Fang, 
Kitche and  

Gray Beaver’s 
people.

White Fang and Kitche 
are being taken to the 

camp by humans.

It is the first time White Fang  
is not free and he sees  

how powerful humans are.

3

A bulldog, 
White Fang and 
all the men in 
the Klondike.

The men want the  
new dog to fight  

White Fang.

It is the first time White Fang  
is beaten by a dog and  

almost dies, but he is saved  
by a kind human.


